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Highlights 10 

• Detailed description of perched lava channel formed at Pu‘u‘ō‘ō (Kīlauea) in 2007 11 

• Perched lava channel exhibited characteristics of channelized flow and perched lava pool 12 

• Flow lobes exhibited both cooling-limited and volume-limited length controls 13 

• Vesicularity stratification caused vertical variation in flow rheology and velocity 14 

• Seeps of outgassed lava burrowed through and destabilized channel levees 15 

 16 

Abstract 17 

Channelized lava flows are commonly produced during the early stages of basaltic eruptions. 18 

These channels usually maintain their morphology until the eruption ends or discharge is 19 

diverted. In some instances, narrower channels can roof over, developing into lava tubes. We 20 

report here on a channelized flow erupted at Kīlauea volcano in 2007 that evolved into a 21 

“perched lava channel” composed of a string of interconnected, elongate lava pools, forming a 22 

lava channel/lava pool hybrid. The lava channel, which had a time-averaged discharge rate of 23 

~3–9 m3/s, initially fed a series of flow branches that exhibited cooling-limited and volume-24 

limited controls on flow length, sometimes with each process controlling a different 25 

morphological aspect of a single flow branch. The perched lava channel grew vertically 26 

primarily by overplating of the channel levees from frequent overflows, forming a compound 27 

flow field. This vertical growth only occurred when the distal end of the channel was blocked. 28 

When levee failure at the distal end of the channel caused the lava level in the channel to drop 29 

below the levee rim, no vertical growth occurred. Seeps of spiny lava and slabby pāhoehoe were 30 

common, erupting from uplift scarps on the channel levees, apparently fed by sills from denser, 31 

relatively crystal-rich material filling the bottom of the channel. We infer that lava in the channel 32 

was stratified in vesicularity and velocity, with foamy, vesicular, faster-moving lava at the top of 33 

the lava stream and denser, relatively outgassed, slower-moving lava filling the bottom of the 34 

channel. The channel levees were unstable, failing on several occasions, perhaps triggered by the 35 
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levee seeps. The appearance of seeps, therefore, is one way of assessing the collapse potential of 36 

similar perched lava structures.  37 

 38 
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1. Introduction and Field Setting 42 

Kīlauea Volcano’s eruptive activity during 1983–2018 was dominated by discharge from the 43 

Pu‘u‘ō‘ō vent, on the volcano’s East Rift Zone (Fig. 1; Wolfe et al., 1988; Heliker and Mattox, 44 

2003; Heliker et al., 2003; Orr et al., 2015b; Orr et al., 2018; Neal et al., 2019), although the 45 

volcano also hosted an active lava lake at its summit most of the time during 2008–2018 (Patrick 46 

et al., 2021). The Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption offered a nearly ideal scenario for studying the evolution and 47 

dynamics of a long-lived basaltic eruptive center because of its persistent activity, variety of 48 

eruptive styles and behaviors, and relative ease of access. The eruption was characterized during 49 

the first three years by episodic lava fountains and pyroclastic cone construction, but activity 50 

transitioned to nearly continuous effusion in 1986. It was distinguished thereafter by shield 51 

construction and tube-fed lava flows, interrupted occasionally by brief fissure eruptions nearby. 52 

 53 

 54 

Figure 1. Map of Kīlauea’s summit and East Rift Zone. Historical lava flows 1790–1979 in brown; lava flows from 55 

Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption January 1983–June 2007 in gray; episode 58a of the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption July–December 2007 in 56 

red; episode 58b of the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption November–December 2007 in yellow. (Inset): Map of Hawai‘i showing 57 

Figure 1 map area. 58 

 59 
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The Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruptive sequence comprised 62 episodes, based loosely on eruptive style and vent 60 

location. The episode nomenclature was used inconsistently during the eruption, but nonetheless 61 

provides a convenient way of conveying chronological information about this long-lived 62 

eruption. Some episodes were further divided into sub-episodes identified with letter 63 

designations. Informal names, often date- or holiday-based, were also commonly used in 64 

addition to the episode and sub-episode designations. 65 

In this paper, we document a critical change in the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption—the beginning and early 66 

evolution of a new episode of eruptive activity—that spanned July–December 2007. This started 67 

with the opening of a new vent on the northeast flank of the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō cone and the eruption of a 68 

channelized lava flow, which in time built a compound flow field (Walker, 1971). This activity, 69 

which was designated episode 58a of the eruption, came towards the end of a 4-year period 70 

(2003–2007) during which the magma supply rate to Kīlauea was more than double the multi-71 

decadal background supply rate (Poland et al., 2012).  72 

The early part of the Episode 58 eruption saw the emplacement of a series of simple, channelized 73 

lava flows. Such flows, unless they encounter a topographic barrier, are controlled either by (1) 74 

viscosity and yield strength, as regulated by heat loss (cooling-limited), which is related in turn 75 

to eruption rate, or by (2) the supply of material erupted (volume-limited), which is related to 76 

eruption duration (e.g., Walker et al., 1973; Malin, 1980; Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994; Harris and 77 

Rowland, 2009). Both factors played a role during episode 58a, sometimes with competing 78 

influences on the same flow lobe. 79 

As the flow field developed, channelized flows were superseded by the development of an 80 

unusual hybrid between a perched lava pool and a lava channel—a “perched lava channel”. This 81 

feature eventually stood as much as 45 m above the pre-2007 flow surface, forming a string of 82 

four perched lava pools when viewed in profile but maintaining a channel-like morphology in 83 

map view. We present here a detailed description and discussion of eruptive activity during 84 

episode 58a. Specifically, we look at the controls on run-out length of flow lobes, the evolution 85 

of a channelized flow into a perched lava channel, the self-repair of channel breaches, effusion 86 

rate estimates, the extrusion of spiny lava and slabby pāhoehoe seeps from the lower flanks of 87 

the channel levees, the destabilization and failure of levees, and density and velocity 88 

stratification of the lava stream. 89 

We use the descriptive term “lava pool” to refer to all pond-like accumulations of lava, 90 

impounded by levees, that formed during this period of the eruption. The spellings of the 91 

Hawaiian place names used here are as currently prescribed by the United States Board on 92 

Geographic Names. 93 

 94 

2. Data Collection 95 

This paper is based primarily on field observations conducted during helicopter overflights, 96 

which occurred generally every 2 to 3 days and typically included time on the ground. The study 97 

area was also monitored by a telemetered webcam and by time-lapse cameras that stored imagery 98 

locally. The resulting images supplement direct field observations and are used to quantify 99 

channel growth and behavior. Camera parameters are detailed in Patrick et al. (2011). 100 

Flow margins were typically mapped using a hand-held GPS by flying along the outermost 101 

perimeter of the flow during helicopter overflights. The GPS track log collected in this fashion 102 
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during each overflight was incorporated into previous mapping to generate regularly updated 103 

flow outlines. Internal flow contacts were not mapped. In rare cases, portions of the flow margin 104 

were mapped on the ground using a hand-held GPS, with an accuracy of ±10 m. Contacts 105 

mapped from the air are generally accurate to within ±30 m, based on direct comparison between 106 

contacts mapped using both techniques. The accuracy of the aerial mapping in some areas, 107 

however, for example at tight corners not navigable by helicopter, could be ±50 m. 108 

Topographic data were collected in early October 2007, during a period when overflows from 109 

the perched channel were absent, by walking a series of transects across the flow with a 110 

backpack-mounted kinematic GPS. The vertical accuracy of this method through repeated use at 111 

the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory has been found to be ±20 cm—greater than the errors 112 

introduced by a person’s gait during walking. GIS software was used to create a digital terrain 113 

model (DTM) from the kinematic GPS data. Differencing of the newly constructed DTM with 114 

the pre-event 2005 Hawaii IFSAR DTM allowed an approximate flow volume to be calculated. 115 

Because most of the volume comprised ʻaʻā flows, bulk volume was converted to dense-rock 116 

equivalent (DRE) volume by assuming 25% void space (Wolfe et al., 1988). 117 

The vertical growth of the four pools that composed the perched channel was determined from a 118 

webcam on the upper north flank of Pu‘u‘ō‘ō that recorded images at 1-minute intervals. Image 119 

resolution is 640×480 pixels. The webcam’s angular field of view was calculated to be 9.47º 120 

using geographic features in the image and their distance from the webcam, both measured from 121 

satellite imagery using GIS software. The distance from the webcam to each of the four pools 122 

along fixed vectors was also measured using GIS software. With these parameters, the respective 123 

pixel size in meters at each pool was determined (Pool 1 = 0.635 m, Pool 2 = 0.693 m, Pool 3 = 124 

0.733 m, Pool 4 = 0.769 m). The height of the pools in pixels was then measured at a fixed x-125 

position for each pool over the duration of the eruption and converted to meters to get the height 126 

of the channel above the pre-2007 flow surface. These values were calibrated using the 127 

topographic data collected in October. The noise in the measurements indicates an error of about 128 

±2 m. 129 

Calculating the local dense-rock-equivalent volume flux of lava flowing through the channel 130 

requires three parameters—mean lava stream velocity, cross-sectional area of the stream, and 131 

vesicularity of the lava. (1) The surface velocity of the channelized lava stream was determined 132 

on the ground and from webcam imagery by timing the transit of features near the center of the 133 

lava stream between points on the channel rim. Mean velocity was then calculated by 134 

multiplying the surface velocity by 0.67 to account for horizontal and vertical velocity variations 135 

(Harris et al., 2007); this carries the assumption that the lava has uniform Newtonian rheology 136 

and corresponding parabolic velocity profile. (2) The cross-sectional area of the lava stream was 137 

determined by multiplying width by depth, assuming a rectangular cross section based on 138 

observations of the channel after it was abandoned. Channel width was measured from 139 

georegistered aerial imagery using GIS software. Minimum channel depth was measured by 140 

dropping steel construction rebar into the lava channel from the belly hook of a helicopter 141 

hovering high above the channel, as well as from laser rangefinder measurements of channel 142 

depth after it was abandoned. The rebar was 6 m long with 2 m of cable attached to one end 143 

(total length 8 m). We use levee height as a proxy for maximum channel depth (e.g., Calvari et 144 

al. 2003). (3) The density of the lava in the channel was calculated from 3–5 cm diameter pieces 145 

of overflow crust using Archimedes’ Principle following the approach of Houghton and Wilson 146 

(1989) and using wax film. Density was converted to vesicularity using a dense-rock-equivalent 147 
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density of 2.75 g/cm3 (Lesher and Spera, 2015). We collected the clasts in 2021, in discrete 148 

locations <10 m from the rim of pools 1 (80 clasts), 3 (65 clasts), and 4 (63 clasts). We also 149 

analyzed the vesicularity of two seeps that extruded through the perched channel levee at pool 4, 150 

using 10 clasts collected in 2013 and 20 clasts collected in 2021.  151 

 152 

3. Field Observations and Measurements 153 

The evolution of the flow field produced by the episode 58a eruption was captured via routine 154 

mapping and field observations throughout the eruption. Fig. 2 presents a series of maps showing 155 

the evolution of the flow field, including the location of the main perched channel and major 156 

breakout channels, within the broader context of the pre-existing topography. Table 1 divides the 157 

activity into eight phases based primarily on vertical levee growth (Fig. 3), presenting an 158 

overview of the chronology of the eruptive activity we discuss. The eight panels of Fig. 2 map 159 

onto the ‘phases’ of the eruption identified in Table 1.  160 
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Figure 2. Maps of episode 58 flow field showing eruptive fissures (blue lines) and active vents (white circles), 162 

selected flow paths with onset dates (dashed black lines; 1 = July 26, 2 = August 12, 3 = August 21, 4 = August 26), 163 

perched lava channel (red line = active; black line = abandoned), and evolution of episode 58a (light red) and 58b 164 

(yellow) flow fields on dates indicated. Each map is a snapshot of the flow field during eruptive phases shown in 165 

Table 1. Dotted black lines show flow extent from previous map panel; PO is Puʻuʻōʻō; KU is Kupaianaha; SW is 166 

vent at southwest end of fissure D; NE is vent at northeast end of fissure D; TEB is Thanksgiving Eve Breakout 167 

vent, same location as SW vent. 168 

 169 

 170 

3.1 Eruption onset and relationship to pre-existing topography 171 

Episode 58a began with the opening of four fissure segments—designated A to D from west to 172 

east—on the northeast flank of Pu‘u‘ō‘ō (Figs. 2a, 4a). The fissure segments opened over the 173 

course of a few hours, propagating downrift (and downslope). The fissure system extended a 174 

total length of 2.12 km, from an elevation of 835 m at its southwest tip on the flank of Pu‘u‘ō‘ō 175 

(around 110 m from the crater rim) to an elevation of 695 m at its northeast tip in the saddle 176 

between Pu‘u‘ō‘ō and Kupaianaha. 177 

 178 

Table 1. Chronology of perched channel evolution. 

Phase 1 July 21–28 

Fig. 2a 

Initial lava emplacement lays foundation for channel. 

Phase 2 July 28–August 20 

Fig. 2b 

Unrestricted flow through channel. Distributary field grows. No 

significant vertical growth. 

Phase 3 August 20–September 14 

Fig. 2c 

Channel blockages cause backups, overflows, and levee 

construction, enabling vertical growth and creating pools, which we 

number 1 (most proximal) to 4 (most distal). Levees reach 20–35 m 

in height. Average vertical growth rates: pool 1 = 0.5 m/day, pool 2 

= 0.8 m/day, pool 3 = 0.9 m/day, pool 4 = 0.9 m/day.  

Phase 4 September 14–October 13 

Fig. 2d 

Unrestricted flow through channel. Cascade at distal end of pool 4 

feeds into lower channel. No significant vertical growth except at 

lower channel. Kinematic GPS survey conducted during this period. 

Phase 5 October 13–November 6 

Fig. 2e 

Lower channel crusts over; outflow from pool 4 restricted. Lava 

backs up and overflows, causing renewed vertical growth. Levees 

reach 30–45 m in height. Average vertical growth rates: pool 1 = 0.4 

m/day, pool 2 = 0.5 m/day, pool 3 = 0.5 m/day, pool 4 = 0.4 m/day. 

Phase 6 November 6–December 4 

Fig. 2f 

Efficient flow through pool 4 SE tube. Lava level drops ~10 m on 

November 21 due to onset of new vent-proximal flow: Thanksgiving 

Eve Breakout (TEB) flow. No significant vertical growth. Channel 

inactive by November 30. 

Phase 7 December 4–17 

Fig. 2g 

Lava returns to pools 1 and 3 during first week of December, 

feeding vigorous overflows and developing extensive pool 3 seep 

terraces. Pools 1 and 3 build vertically by an additional 4–7 m; pools 

2 and 4 no longer host active lava (tube develops within crusted-over 

pool 2, connecting pools 1 and 3). 

Phase 8 December 17–31 

Fig. 2h 

Lava below channel rim for several days, and then channel 

abandoned. Pool levees begin to break down, partially filling 

emptied pools with rubble. TEB flow captures all discharge. 
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 179 

Figure 3. Graph showing vertical growth history of perched lava channel measured from webcam imagery (Section 180 

2). Colored lines represent vertical growth, in meters above pre-emplacement surface, of each of the four pools. 181 

Distinct phases of growth (gray bars), separated by phases of little or no growth, are readily apparent (labeled 1–8; 182 

see Table 1). Phase 1 preceded preceded formation of perched lava channel. 183 

 184 

Phase 1 (Fig. 2a) was characterized mostly by channelized pāhoehoe flows that followed the 185 

axes of the fissures and then spread up to a few hundred meters away from the fissures on both 186 

sides. Localization of activity over portions of the fissures led to accumulation of lava over 187 

discrete parts of fissures B, C, and D, forming lobate perched lava pools that developed through 188 

repeated overflow and levee construction at the most dominant of the early-formed channels. 189 

Episodic failure of the flanks of the perched pools fed ‘a‘ā flows that, initially, broadened the 190 

lava flow field on both sides of the fissure, then focused toward the northeast—the path that 191 

eventually formed the persistent perched channel that is our main focus. These flows were 192 

emplaced on a 1–2º slope, within a broad valley, confined to the south by the north flank of 193 

Kupaianaha and to the north by older Pu‘u‘ō‘ō ʻaʻā flows (Figs. 2, 4b–d). 194 

 195 

3.2 Channel formation 196 

The channel that would become the perched channel formed via a series of four breakouts over 197 

the course of a month spanning from late Phase 1 to early Phase 3 (Figs. 2b, 2c); each flow was 198 

named for the date on which the breakout occurred. The channel was first established by a major 199 

breakout triggered by the failure of the flank of the perched pool that developed over fissure D. 200 

This breakout fed the “July 26” flow (Figs. 2b, 4b, 4c), which advanced at a time-averaged rate 201 

of about 30 m/hr. The flow was channelized for the first 1.8 km, and then transitioned into a 202 

clinkery ʻaʻā flow (the zone of dispersed flow; Lipman and Banks, 1987; Fig. 4c), which 203 

subsequently stalled about 3.7 km from the vent. Beyond this point, lava was conveyed to the 204 

flow front through the molten core of the ʻaʻā flow, perhaps through an incipient lava tube 205 

system, and emerged from the sides and front of the distal ʻaʻā flow as sluggish breakouts of 206 

spiny lava and slabby pāhoehoe (Rowland and Walker, 1987; Harris et al., 2016; Fig. 4c). 207 
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Despite the change in advance rate and texture, the flow continued to move forward and broaden 208 

significantly (up to 825 m across) and eventually reached a length of ~6 km. 209 

Slowing of the clinkery ʻaʻā at the front of the “July 26” flow caused lava to back up in the 210 

channel and feed overflows of shelly pāhoehoe that buried the initial ʻaʻā levees (Sparks et al., 211 

1976). The north side of the channel failed while the channel was full, near the transition to 212 

dispersed flow, cutting off supply to the “July 26” branch, which soon stalled. The breakout from 213 

the failure point fed a new ‘a‘ā flow branch, the “August 12” flow, which hugged the north 214 

margin of the “July 26” branch (Figs. 2b, 2c, 4d). This flow branch also began to produce spiny 215 

lava and slabby pāhoehoe from its front and sides as it approached its terminal length. 216 

 217 

218 
Figure 4. (a) Fissures A–D (solid white lines) and episode 58a lava flow (dotted white outline) three days after 219 

eruption onset, looking west-southwest. Perched lava pools beginning to form over fissures C and D. Fissure B 220 

feeding channelized flow to southeast. Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, July 24, 2007. (b) 221 

Early development of fissure D channelized flow, looking west-southwest. Flow probably initiated by failure of 222 

perched lava pool levee. Flow fed by two distinct points of effusion near northeast (NE) and southwest (SW) ends of 223 

fissure D. Photograph by T. Orr, U.S. Geological Survey, July 27, 2007. (c) Channelized flow, looking west-224 

southwest, showing transition between the stable channel and zone of dispersed flow. Boundary between initial ʻaʻā 225 

flow and later spiny lava and slabby ʻaʻā marked with dotted white line. Photograph by T. Orr, U.S. Geological 226 

Survey, August 7, 2007. (d) “August 21” flow branch traveling along north edge of abandoned channel, having cut 227 

off supply to the “August 12” flow branch. The “August 12” flow previously cut off supply to initial “July 26” 228 

channelized flow. Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, August 22, 2007. 229 

 230 
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Supply to the “August 12” branch of the flow was cut off nine days later, when the channel 231 

developed a blockage about 850 m from the vent and began to overflow. The “August 12” flow 232 

channel downstream from the blockage was subsequently abandoned (Fig. 4d). Lava spilling 233 

from the channel at the blockage fed another channelized ‘a‘ā flow—the “August 21” flow—that 234 

traveled along the north margin of the “August 12” flow for the next few days (Fig. 4d). Lava 235 

supply to the “August 21” flow branch soon waned, however, as lava began to accumulate in the 236 

upstream part of its channel, just downstream from the diversion caused by the blockage of the 237 

“August 12” flow. The accumulation of lava constructed an elongate perched lava pool that 238 

eventually became a new part of the stable channel, which thereafter had a length of ~1.4 km. 239 

The northern flank of the filled and overflowing perched lava pool failed within a few days, 240 

feeding another ʻaʻā flow lobe—the “August 26” flow—along the north margin of the previously 241 

emplaced flows (Fig. 2c). The “August 26” flow branch stalled around a week later as the end of 242 

the stable channel became progressively blocked, and the supply of lava feeding the flow branch 243 

waned. 244 

3.3 Development of the perched channel 245 

Phase 3 was characterized by rapid growth (above the pre-eruption surface) of the levees of the 246 

channel that was established during Phase 2 (Fig. 3). Overflows of shelly pāhoehoe from the 247 

channel became more common during Phase 3 (Fig. 5a) as the more distal flow field was 248 

progressively buried by ʻaʻā flows and the added thickness prevented lava from easily exiting the 249 

channel. The frequent overflows caused lava to accumulate on the channel levees, which, in turn, 250 

caused the levees to grow vertically. Growth was augmented by draping of rafted plates of 251 

surface crust from lava in the channel onto the levees (Fig. 5b). The vertical growth of the levees 252 

caused the channel to become distinctly perched above the surrounding landscape, forming a 253 

long ridge (Figs. 5c, 5d, 6). As the channel levees became more elevated and the channel 254 

deepened, the gradient and velocity of the lava stream decreased, which resulted in even more 255 

overflows. It was during Phase 3 that the lava channel also began to acquire the general shape—256 

the bends, constrictions, and swells—that it retained thereafter (Figs. 5c, 5d). Channel overflows 257 

during lava level high-stands (Fig. 5a) caused the narrowest parts of the lava channel to narrow 258 

further and crust over, segmenting the channel into a string of four distinct pools, which we call 259 

pools 1–4, with pool 1 closest to the vent (Figs. 5a, 5c, 5d). This distinctness was maintained 260 

even when the bridges were not present and the pools were separated by narrow sections of 261 

channel. 262 

 263 
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 264 

Figure 5. (a) Perched lava channel full and overflowing along nearly entire length. View to the northeast. 265 

Photograph by T. Orr, U.S. Geological Survey, September 14, 2007. (b) Imbricated plates of rafted surface crust 266 

mantling levee on north side of pool 4. Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, November 13, 2007. 267 

(c) Pools 1–4 of perched channel. Bridges formed during high stands present between pools 1, 2, and 3. Narrow 268 

rapids separate pools 3 and 4. Lava empties from pool 4 down steep ramp into lower channel in distance. 269 

Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, September 23, 2007. (d) View of perched channel showing 270 

pools 1–4 and lower channel. Photograph by T. Orr, U.S. Geological Survey, October 5, 2007. (e) Bridges over 271 

channel between pools led to different vertical growth history for each, giving perched channel a stair-stepped 272 

appearance in profile from pool to pool. Bridges formed saddles lower than pool on either side. Photograph by J. 273 

Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, November 4, 2007. 274 
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Figure 6. Time-lapse camera views looking west on (a) September 8, 2007, and (b) November 19, 2007, showing 

vertical growth of perched lava channel. White circles markproximal end of pool 1 (. Dashed white lines illustrate 

change to channel profile. Camera location shown in Fig. 5d. 

 275 

3.4 Structure and geometry of the perched channel 276 

In their final form (Fig. 7a), the lengths of the pools were 410 m (pool 1), 85 m (pool 2), 220 m 277 

(pool 3), and 400 m (pool 4). These lengths are based on imagery collected in 2010, well after 278 

episode 58a ended—the pools were mostly buried by 2016. Pools 1–3 had relatively simple 279 

shapes—the width of pool 1 generally ranged from 35 to 45 m, pool 2 was 15–25 m across, and 280 

pool 3 was 15–40 m across. In comparison, pool 4 was more variable in width, probably because 281 

it was the site of repeated levee failures. It ranged from about 20 to 90 m across. 282 

The channel built vertically during periods of overflow (principally phases 3, 5, and 7) and was 283 

approximately rectangular in cross section, based on observations after the perched channel was 284 

abandoned (Fig. 8). An analysis of time-lapse imagery shows that, over the duration of Phases 3–285 

5, the channel built upward at an average rate of ~0.3 m/day. In detail, though, the vertical 286 

growth was unsteady (Fig. 3), occurring only during periods of overflow (Table 1). Video 22 of 287 

Orr (2011) is a time-lapse movie showing vertical growth of pool 1 from September 8 to 288 

November 30, 2007 (https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/22_Ep58PerchedChannelGrowth_8Sep-289 

30Nov2007/). By Phase 8, the levees of pools 1, 2, 3, and 4 were approximately 35, 30, 43, and 290 

45 m, respectively, above the pre-July 2007 surface based on webcam and theodolite 291 

measurements. The outer slopes of the levees were generally 4–5º, although parts of the pool 4 292 

levee close to the channel rim were too steep to walk up (e.g., Fig. 5b). 293 

Overflows from the channel resulted in shelly pāhoehoe, which contained hot cavities a meter or 294 

more deep. The thickness of the crust composing the shells increased from 3–4 cm at pool 1 to 295 

https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/22_Ep58PerchedChannelGrowth_8Sep-30Nov2007/
https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/22_Ep58PerchedChannelGrowth_8Sep-30Nov2007/
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10–15 cm at pool 4. Samples of the surface crust of overflows were collected after the eruption 296 

had finished and were analyzed to determine vesicularity (Fig. 7b, 7c, 7d). The average 297 

vesicularity of the surface crust of overflows from pools 1, 3, and 4 is 0.73 (range 0.65–0.79), 298 

0.71 (range 0.59–0.79), and 0.60 (range 0.49–0.69) respectively (Fig. 7e). 299 

 300 

 301 

Figure 7. (a) Map showing final form of the four perched channel pools (yellow outlines), along with their lengths 302 

and widths, after Episode 58a had ended. Blue circles show sample locations and average vesicularity. Red circle 303 

shows the location of vent that fed perched channel.  Base acquired December 12, 2010. DigitalGlobe, NextView 304 

license. (b) Photograph showing pieces of overflow crust collected at pool 1. Crust thickness is 4 cm. (c) Photograph 305 

showing piece of overflow crust at pool 4. Crust thickness is 8 cm. (d) Photograph showing rock sample from a seep 306 

north of pool 4. (e) Plot showing sample vesicularity and number of clasts measured. Black circle corresponds to 307 

average vesicularity; bar marks minimum and maximum vesicularity for each sample set. 308 

 309 

The depth of the channel was estimated in three ways. First, the depth was estimated during 310 

Phase 4 by dropping rebar from a helicopter into pool 2 and into the lower channel below pool 4. 311 

At pool 2, ~500 m downstream from the vent, where the channel was ~20 m wide, the rebar 312 

spear struck the center of the channel and completely disappeared (including the cable tail), 313 
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suggesting a depth exceeding 8 m. At the time of the measurement, the levee stood ~20 m above 314 

the pre-2007 land surface (Fig. 3) and the lava surface was about 2 m below the channel rim, 315 

indicating a maximum channel depth of 18 m, assuming the channel had not cut down into the 316 

pre-eruption surface. At the lower channel ~1.5 km downstream from the vent, where the 317 

channel was 17 m wide, a rebar spear hitting near the center of the channel indicated a depth of 318 

~2 m. Second, the depth of the drained channel was measured during Phase 8, finding the floor 319 

of pool 1 to be as much as 16.5 m below the levee rim. This is a minimum channel depth because 320 

the pool was floored by rubble and a residual crust after it drained. (Fig. 8). Third, rapid changes 321 

in lava depth allowed minimum lava depths to be estimated on a few occasions. During Phase 4, 322 

the lava level dropped at least 6 meters along the length of the channel and then recovered, with 323 

no obvious cause. During Phase 6, the onset of the Thanksgiving Eve Breakout (TEB) flow 324 

caused the lava level in pool 1 to drop by 10 m; at the same time the maximum depth based on 325 

levee height was ~30 m (Fig. 5). 326 

 327 

328 
Figure 8. (a) Abandoned perched channel pools 1–4. Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, January 329 

17, 2008. (b) Abandoned perched channel pool 1. Geologists at upper right (circled) for scale. Photograph by T. Orr, 330 

U.S. Geological Survey, January 3, 2008. 331 

 332 

Between the pools, the channel was sufficiently narrow that it crusted over across its full width at 333 

times, forming lava bridges (Figs. 5c, 5d). During Phase 3, these bridges formed between pools 334 

1, 2 and 3, and briefly between pools 3 and 4. At the start of Phase 4, a levee collapse at the 335 

downstream end of pool 4 produced a persistent outlet that resulted in a lava level generally 2–3 336 

m below the channel rim in all pools, leading to the collapse of the lava bridges. During Phase 5, 337 

vertical growth of the levees of the channel below pool 4 elevated it almost to the level of the 338 

main perched channel causing the upper channel to refill, overflow its levees, and resume its 339 

vertical growth (Fig. 3). These changes were accompanied by the stagnation and crusting over of 340 

the lower channel, which was gradually abandoned. New bridges soon grew at the constrictions 341 

between pools 1–4, and elevation differences from one pool to the next produced a distinct 342 

downstream stair-stepped appearance when viewed in profile (Fig. 5e). By Phase 7, only pools 1 343 

and 3 hosted lava and occasional overflows. Pool 2 hosted no surface activity, though lava 344 

traveled beneath its crusted surface through a lava tube that connected pools 1 and 3. Pool 4 was 345 

inactive. 346 

 347 
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3.5 Behavior of the perched channel 348 

Quantitative on-site measurements of channel velocity were only made on one occasion, in 349 

October when the lava stream was below the channel rim. At pool 2, the surface velocity was 0.5 350 

m/s, while in the lower channel below pool 4, where the gradient was slightly steeper, the 351 

velocity was 1.1 m/s. The surface velocity of pool 1 during November 15–17, based on webcam 352 

imagery, averaged 0.18 m/s (Patrick et al., 2011). In general, the stream velocity increased as 353 

channel width decreased—for example, at the narrower constrictions between the pools. 354 

Large blocks of solidified lava, as much as 5 m (or more) across, were observed to travel slowly 355 

down the channel at times. These blocks, which were probably equivalent to the “lava boats” 356 

observed by Lipman and Banks (1987) in channels during the 1984 Mauna Loa eruption, were 357 

observed only during times of low lava level in the channel, and only near the outlet of pool 4. 358 

The blocks traveled much more slowly than the surface of the lava stream (meters per hour, 359 

compared with 10s of cm per second). None were observed to roll, though observations were 360 

sparse, but it seems reasonable that some blocks could have moved in that fashion, at least at 361 

times. During Phase 4, when lava cascaded from pool 4 down a gentle incline into a lower 362 

channel, blocks 3–5 m across were observed up close sliding down the cascade. Each block 363 

partly obstructed the lava stream, which formed a bow wave on the upstream side of the blocks 364 

that sometimes overtopped them. Near the base of the incline, the velocity of one of the blocks 365 

was measured at ~1 m/min, and it slowly submerged as it slid into the lower channel, which 366 

apparently deepened. Islands of crust were observed in the lower half of pool 4 during periods of 367 

low lava level, which may have formed over submerged blocks. These islands seemed stationary 368 

but were observed to have moved downstream on the few occasions when observations were 369 

made a few hours apart. None of the islands or blocks persisted over the period between field 370 

visits. 371 

The surface of the lava in the channel had a lumpy appearance in the most vent-proximal part of 372 

pool 1, apparently formed by doming of a flexible crust over gas pockets and at times the surface 373 

of the lava stream stood a few 10s of cm higher than the channel rim, from which it was 374 

separated by a shear zone along both sides of the channel (Fig. 9a). The gas pockets were 375 

transitory, losing their contents by continued outgassing or when the domed crust ruptured, and 376 

were far smaller and less prevalent in the lower stretches of pool 1 and in the other pools. 377 

Instead, the channel surface there was topped by a crustal sheet characterized by large arcuate 378 

folds with the convex side facing downstream. In pool 4, which varied more in width, the crust in 379 

the widest spots was divided into strips, separated by shear zones that ran lengthwise down the 380 

channel, indicating across-stream variations in down-stream velocity. The surface crust, once 381 

formed, was generally relatively stable on each pool, though sometimes comprised large plates 382 

that exhibited the foundering often observed at lava lakes (Duffield, 1972). The surface crust was 383 

disrupted where the channel narrowed and sped up between the pools. The crust was also 384 

disrupted in these narrow places when they were bridged. In that case, the surface crust was 385 

observed piling up against each bridge, forming deep folds before being dragged down into the 386 

sump that passed beneath the bridge. The lava surface at the head of the next pool was not 387 

crusted when it emerged from beneath the bridge, though a crust formed quickly after the stream 388 

was exposed to the air. 389 

 390 
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 391 

Figure 9. (a) Silvery surface of pool 1 near discharge point hummocky because of gas accumulation in pockets 392 

beneath the surface crust, forming domes. Surface of lava stream higher than levee rim (darker gray lava), with 393 

height change occurring at shear zone along flow edge where orange, molten lava is exposed. Channel width ~20 m. 394 

Photograph by T. Orr, U.S. Geological Survey, October 3, 2007. (b) Large blocks of solidified lava wedged in 395 

channel breach and causing overflows. View looking southwest. Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological 396 

Survey, September 18, 2007. (c) Close-up view of large block of solidified lava wedged in channel breach. Channel 397 

downstream from block ~15 m wide. Photograph by J. Kauahikaua, U.S. Geological Survey, October 7, 2007. 398 

 399 
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Patrick et al. (2011) documented the cyclic rise and fall of the lava surface in pool 1 (see Video 400 

24 in Orr, 2011; https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/24_Ep58PerchedChannel_15Nov2007/), 401 

which they attributed to ‘gas pistoning’, caused by the generation and collapse of a foam layer 402 

beneath the surface crust (e.g., Orr and Rea, 2012; Patrick et al., 2016). The lava surface would 403 

gradually rise over a period of minutes during these events, sometimes overflowing the rim, then 404 

abruptly fall when the accumulated gas escaped, producing low fountains that traveled with the 405 

prevailing current of the lava stream at the shear zones along the edges of the channel. 406 

In one instance during Phase 4, a dome fountain formed abruptly over the discharge point, 407 

swelling to a height of ~2 m in less than 5 seconds. The fountain fed a front of lava that 408 

advanced over the crusted lava already in the channel, standing a few 10s of cm above it. The 409 

dome fountain was steady, inaudible above the background noise of the wind, and lasted for 410 

roughly a minute. No associated geophysical signals were recorded on nearby stations. The lava 411 

front fed by the low dome fountain migrated down the length of the channel thereafter, 412 

overriding the lava channel’s existing crust and causing it to founder. Events that may have been 413 

similar were seen several times in imagery captured by a distant time-lapse camera. A more 414 

sustained event, also in Phase 4, and lasting ~7 hours, was recorded by a time-lapse camera 415 

deployed temporarily near the head of the perched channel. Video 23 in Orr (2011) is a time-416 

lapse movie of this event 417 

(https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/23_Ep58FissureDFountain_20Sep2007/). 418 

Failure of the levees was common when the channel was full and would cause the level in the 419 

channel to drop several meters as the lava stream escaped through the breach and fed new ‘a‘ā 420 

flows that buried those emplaced earlier. Over the course of a day or so, the broken levee would 421 

be repaired as massive blocks of solidified lava wedged in the breach, and the channel would fill 422 

to overflowing again (Figs. 9b, 9c). In some cases, overflows at the end of the channel may have 423 

eroded a notch in the levee, though this was not definitively observed. In most cases, images 424 

from a distant webcam suggest that the levee at the end of the channel failed more 425 

catastrophically. Either way, impounded lava was released, and the lava level dropped below the 426 

channel rim. When the level was low, stationary features appeared within the lava stream. These 427 

could have been the tops of large blocks resting on the channel floor, or perhaps the channel 428 

floor contained other irregularities. When the lava level came back up, these features became 429 

submerged again. 430 

Sections of levee were commonly affected by the formation of generally slow-moving, microlite-431 

rich flows, which we identify as “seeps” (Patrick and Orr, 2012), that oozed from horizontal 432 

fractures beneath uplifted sections of the channel levees (Fig. 10a). The seeps were generally 433 

composed of dense, dull black to rust-colored, microlite-rich, spiny lava or slabby pāhoehoe, 434 

though surface textures more akin to both typical pāhoehoe and ʻaʻā were also observed. The 435 

mean vesicularity is 0.17 (range 0.07–0.32; Fig. 7). In one instance, a section of the perched 436 

channel levee was observed to raft a short distance, leaving a scarp that revealed that the levee 437 

interior had contained partially molten material at the time of rafting (Figs. 10b, 10c, 10d). Seeps 438 

were observed near the levee base in that location both before and after the partial collapse. 439 

During Phase 7, a compound pāhoehoe seep with broad uplift scarps, probably fed from pools 2 440 

and 3 and possibly the lower end of pool 1, formed on the southeast side of the channel. Two 441 

seeps on the northwest side of pool 3 were also briefly active during this period, and all lava 442 

traveling through the perched channel at that time exited through these seeps. 443 

 444 

https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/24_Ep58PerchedChannel_15Nov2007/
https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/621/2007/23_Ep58FissureDFountain_20Sep2007/
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 445 

Figure 10. (a) Active and inactive seeps of spiny lava oozing from beneath base of uplifted north flank of perched 446 

channel. Dotted white line delineates top of uplift scarp. Photograph by M. Poland, U.S. Geological Survey, 447 

September 28, 2007. (b) View of south flank of perched channel at pool 4 showing partial levee collapse. Rafting of 448 

levee fragments bracketed by observations on October 31 and November 2, 2007. Arrow on block shows rafting 449 

direction. Photograph by T. Orr, U.S. Geological Survey, November 9, 2007. (c) View of scarp formed by partial 450 

levee collapse. Slickensides on scarp illustrate hot, partially molten condition of levee at time of partial collapse, as 451 

does (d) solidified ooze-out (circled) from cavity on scarp. White box in c shows location of d. Photographs by T. 452 

Orr, U.S. Geological Survey, January 17, 2008. 453 

 454 

Interpretations of field observations 455 

4.1 Controls on flow length 456 

The series of four flows that initially constructed the channel during late Phase 1 to early Phase 3 457 

(Section 3.2)—the “July 26”, “August 12”, “August 21”, and “August 26” flows—showed both 458 

volume-limited and cooling-limited behavior (e.g., Walker et al., 1973; Malin, 1980; Pinkerton 459 

and Wilson, 1994; Harris and Rowland, 2009). These flows were fed by breakouts from the 460 

perched lava pool that formed over fissure D or from the upper reaches of the incipient perched 461 

channel. They were active for between 5 and 17 days, achieved final lengths of between 3.6 km 462 

and 6.3 km (measured from the vent along the axis of each flow), and initiated as relatively fast-463 

moving ʻaʻā. The July 26 and August 12 ʻaʻā lobes were replaced by spiny lava and slabby 464 

pāhoehoe towards the end of their period of activity. 465 

The “August 21” and “August 26” flows had relatively simple emplacement histories, limited by 466 

supply of lava. Supply to the “August 21” flow was cut off as lava began to accumulate and 467 
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overflow the channel near where the flow lobe was diverted. The reduction in supply caused the 468 

flow front to stall around 5.2 km from the vent. Supply to the “August 26” flow was cut-off as 469 

the channel became progressively blocked at the point where the lava feeding the flow exited the 470 

breach in the channel, again causing the flow front to stall, this time about 3.6 km from the vent. 471 

Both these flows thus showed volume-limited behavior, as did several smaller, unnamed flows 472 

that formed when the levee at the end of the channel failed during subsequent periods when the 473 

channel was brimful, and then stalled when the breach became plugged. 474 

The “July 26” and “August 12” flows showed more complicated emplacement history. The “July 475 

26” flow was fed from a breach in the perched lava pool that formed over fissure D and traveled 476 

about 3.5 km from its breakout point before its clinkery ʻaʻā front stalled, despite continued 477 

discharge from the fissure D vents. We therefore infer that this branch of the ʻaʻā flow had 478 

reached its cooling-limited length. The flow branch continued to advance, however, with a flow 479 

behavior more akin to tube-fed pāhoehoe flows (Fig. 4c), which we infer insulated the lava, 480 

removing the cooling limit that determined the run-out length of the parent ʻaʻā flow. Over time, 481 

the input of material from the proximal lava channel appeared to outpace the distal flow’s ability 482 

to advance and broaden, and we infer that this caused lava to back up in the channel, leading to 483 

new overflows. This, in turn, caused the channelized flow to be redirected into a new flow lobe 484 

(the “August 12” flow) at the point where the channel transitioned into dispersed flow, probably 485 

by bulldozing the channel levee. This redirection severed supply to the “July 26” flow branch, 486 

which stalled at a final length of 5.9 km. 487 

The “August 12” flow behaved in a similar way—it advanced rapidly as a clinkery ʻaʻā flow at 488 

first but slowed as it approached its cooling-limited length and began to produce spiny lava and 489 

slabby pāhoehoe. It stalled 6.3 km from the vent when its supply was cut off by a blockage in the 490 

channel. Both the “July 26” and “August 12” flows, therefore, showed behavior that was initially 491 

cooling-limited, then supply-limited. 492 

 493 

4.2 Processes regulating morphology of perched lava channel 494 

Five main processes regulated the evolution of the morphology of the perched lava channel: (1) 495 

lava supply; (2) constructional over-plating of the channel levees; (3) levee breaches; (4) channel 496 

blockages; and (5) the development of seeps. These processes were related via complex 497 

feedbacks. The balance between input (supply) and outflow (breaches, blockages, and seeps) 498 

determined the level of lava in the channel. Whenever channel input exceeded outflow, the 499 

channel filled to the brim and overflowed, building the levee vertically through constructional 500 

overplating. Periods of high lava stand were associated with seeps and levee failure, whereas 501 

periods of low lava stand were associated with foundering of the channel rim and bridges, which 502 

created blocks that blocked breaches. 503 

The foremost control on lava level was the restriction of outflow from the distal end of the 504 

channel—indeed this was instrumental in the formation of the perched channel. The initial 505 

evolution of the “July 26” flow branch from a simple channelized flow to a perched channel 506 

began with overflows from the channel that over-plated the flow’s ʻaʻā levees with pāhoehoe. 507 

This was caused by the backing up of lava in the channel, as the distal ʻaʻā flow that the channel 508 

was supplying slowed and stopped. Not all lava arriving at the transition between the stable 509 

channel and the distal ʻaʻā flow was able to travel through the incipient tube system within the 510 

ʻaʻā flow to the flow front, where slow-moving spiny lava and slabby pāhoehoe continued to 511 
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advance. In other words, the distal ʻaʻā flow acted in part like a dam, and lava flooded the 512 

channel levee as a result.  Later, once the perched channel was established, periods of levee 513 

growth were associated with restriction or blockage of the outflow from pool 4 (Fig. 3, Table 1); 514 

periods of lower lava level, throughout the perched channel, were associated with unrestricted 515 

outflow from pool 4, sometimes caused by failure of its levees. 516 

Levee failure increased the rate at which lava flowed out of the channel, causing the level in the 517 

channel to drop and halting constructional overplating of the levees. Different processes 518 

subsequently caused the breach to heal. In some cases, accumulation of lava on the distal flow 519 

field may have started a feedback process that caused lava to back up in the channel again and 520 

shifted the system back to levee construction. More often though, the breach at the end of the 521 

channel was plugged by large blocks. These blocks may have been chunks of material that 522 

collapsed from the channel bank or from bridges upstream when the lava level was low (e.g., 523 

Harris et al., 2009), agglomerations of foundered surface crust, or possibly a composite of both. 524 

This could not be ascertained by the few observations of blocks up close. In those instances, the 525 

blocks were draped with rafted crust from the surface of the lava stream that hid their internal 526 

makeup. 527 

Variations in supply to the channel were also important in controlling lava level at times. During 528 

phase 6, the formation of the TEB flow diverted supply away from the perched channel. 529 

Subsequently, during phases 6, 7, and 8, the lava level in the perched channel was controlled by 530 

the degree of hydraulic connection between the TEB vent and the perched channel; once this 531 

connection was fully severed, the channel was abandoned. Cycles of deflation and inflation (DI 532 

events) at Kīlauea’s summit (Anderson et al., 2015) almost certainly affected lava supply to the 533 

perched channel. Observations both before (Cervelli and Miklius, 2003) and after (Orr et al., 534 

2015a) episode 58a clearly linked these hours- to days-long summit deformation cycles to 535 

variations in discharge on the flow field occurring hours later. More specifically, the deflation 536 

phase of these cycles corresponded with a decline in discharge, and discharge increased again 537 

during the inflation phase. Identifying discharge changes in the perched channel related to DI 538 

events was difficult, however. Aerial observations of the perched channel were usually too 539 

infrequent to identify obvious relations, and webcam and time-lapse camera views were of too 540 

low resolution, or lacked the necessary perspective, and were often obscured by clouds and rain. 541 

In addition, lava level changes caused by competing processes, such as those described above, 542 

made unambiguous identification of level changes imparted by DI events impossible. Thus, 543 

though we think it likely that DI events caused variations in discharge, this cannot be 544 

corroborated by our observations. 545 

Lava seeps and levee failures were observed only when the lava level was high, suggesting a 546 

common cause: presumably both were related to increased lava head pressure at the base of the 547 

channel during lava high stands. Constructional overplating that increased the levee height likely 548 

exacerbated this effect over time. It is likely that seeps played a direct role in facilitating levee 549 

failure, by creating a basal slip plane on top of which a section of the levee could slide (Fig. 550 

10b). Rapid vertical growth rates of the levees (Fig. 3) allowed little time for the individual 551 

shelly pāhoehoe overflows to cool completely before being buried by subsequent lava, and the 552 

levees remained partly molten (Fig. 10d), which may have made it easier for seeps to intrude 553 

through the levees without solidifying. Some long-lived seeps fed small channelized ʻaʻā flows 554 

or slabby pāhoehoe. We wonder if, in these cases, the more outgassed lava at the base of the 555 
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channel had been at least partially swept clear, allowing fresher material to erupt. Our 556 

observations were too sparse to determine this. 557 

The occurrence of seeps could be diagnostic of levee instability. Recognition of this correlation 558 

was crystallized by the collapse of perched pool levees during episode 58b in 2008 (Patrick and 559 

Orr, 2012) and was later used to assess the stability of other perched features that developed at 560 

Kīlauea, such as the perched lava channel that formed during Kīlauea’s lower ERZ eruption in 561 

2018 (Patrick et al., 2019). Seeps, first described in detail by Peterson and Tilling (1980), are 562 

relatively common at Kīlauea, playing an important role in the evolution of many vent structures, 563 

such as the 1986–1992 Kupaianaha shield formed during the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption (Orr et al., 2018), 564 

the ʻAlae shield formed during the 1969–1974 Mauna Ulu eruption (Peterson and Tilling, 1980), 565 

and the 1919–1920 Maunaiki shield (Rowland and Munro, 1993). Indeed, once we began 566 

looking, we found seeps on many of the older lava shields and levee structures on Kīlauea. 567 

Similar features have subsequently been identified outside Hawaiʻi, such as at the Chaine des 568 

Puys volcanic field in France (Saubin, 2014). We also identified a few other instances of levee 569 

failures that, in hindsight, were probably associated with seeps. These include a failed levee and 570 

flow from an area of ponded lava on the west flank of the Maunaiki shield and a flow from the 571 

south flank of a perched lava pool on the west flank of Maunaulu. Like seeps, levee collapses 572 

have also been identified at the Chaine des Puys volcanic field (Saubin, 2014), showing that this 573 

process is not restricted to Kīlauea. 574 

 575 

4.3 Formation and persistence of perched lava channel 576 

To our knowledge, a feature such as the perched channel has not been described before, although 577 

perched lava pools and slightly elevated lava channels have both been described independently 578 

(e.g., Wilson and Parfitt, 1993; Harris et al., 2009). Moreover, it is unusual for lava flows at 579 

Kīlauea to persist in open channelized form for more than a few days, without crusting over to 580 

form a tube flow. We propose that there were several factors that conspired together to produce 581 

and sustain this unusual phenomenon. 582 

First, the local topography around the channel was somewhat unusual for a proximal flow field at 583 

Pu‘u‘ō‘ō. The fissures opened across a broad saddle between Pu‘u‘ō‘ō and Kupaianaha, from 584 

which episode 58a lava exited towards the northeast, around the upslope side of Kupaianaha 585 

(Fig. 2). The lava was then confined within a very broad trough, around 2 km long, with a very 586 

gently sloping thalweg (1–2°). This local topography may have favored dynamic ponding, 587 

particularly once the initial ʻaʻā flow had partly dammed the flow path. This ponding and 588 

damming caused progressive development of overflow levees that buried the initial channel 589 

levees (as in Sparks et al., 1976). Once established, the slope of the lava channel was even lower, 590 

at ~0.5°, enhancing this effect. The broad trough and repeated overflows led to the development 591 

of a channel that was both wide and deep. 592 

Second, the breadth of the channel is likely to have hindered the formation of a persistent crust. 593 

Persistent channel crusts form through accretion of lava to the channel rim, as observed at Mt. 594 

Etna (Sparks et al., 1976; Bailey et al., 2006). While the narrower sections of the perched 595 

channel bridged over during periods of lava high stand, forming persistent sumps between lava 596 

pools, crust was not able to span the broader pools. It is likely that the repeated changes in lava 597 

level also hindered crust construction, with removal of support during periods of lava low stand 598 

causing marginal crust to founder. The collapse of the bridges between pools during prolonged 599 
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lava low stands during phase 4 supports this hypothesis. The ready supply of foundered marginal 600 

crust may, in turn, have contributed to the self-repair of levee breaches. 601 

Finally, channel persistence also requires that the channel is not abandoned for an extended 602 

period. Episodic levee collapse and temporary blockage of the channel did cause parts of the 603 

channel to be permanently abandoned—for instance the distal part of the “August 12” branch 604 

was abandoned when a blockage formed at the onset of phase 3. But in other instances, parts of 605 

the channel were abandoned and then re-occupied later. The formation of the TEB vent caused 606 

the perched channel to partly drain several times during phases 6–8, but on each occasion, much 607 

of the channel was re-occupied, until the channel was finally abandoned. Re-occupation was 608 

likely favored by the breadth and depth of the channel, which presumably mitigated the effects of 609 

cooling-induced constriction during re-occupation, as well as by the confining nature of the 610 

surrounding topography. 611 

 612 

4.4 Discharge rate and local volume flux measurements 613 

Discharge rate is one of the fundamental parameters controlling flow behavior but is commonly 614 

difficult to determine. We estimate a time-averaged discharge rate of 3–9 m3/s for the entirety of 615 

episode 58a, based on estimates of the change in total flow field volume over time, and on 616 

magmatic gas flux. 617 

The area of the “July 26” flow branch increased by 0.61 km2 over the ~127-hour interval 618 

between mapping missions on July 26 and August 1. Contemporaneous aerial and ground 619 

observations found that the edge of the flow was generally 3–6 m thick, and we consider this 620 

range to place reasonable bounds on flow thickness. These values give a volume increase that 621 

ranges from ~1.8×106 m to ~3.7×106 m3 and a dense-rock-equivalent (DRE) discharge rate of 3–622 

6 m3/s. This is a minimum discharge rate for this period of the eruption, however, because not all 623 

lava being erupted was discharging into the “July 26” flow branch—fissures B and C were also 624 

active during this period, though their output was much lower than that from fissure D. 625 

Activity at fissures B and C ended before the “August 12” flow branch started, and the “August 626 

12” flow branch captured the lava that had been supplying the more distal part of the “July 26” 627 

flow branch. Thus, the eruption’s entire output fed the “August 12” flow branch. Based on 628 

mapping, the area of the “August 12” branch increased by 0.49 km2 over the ~72-hour period 629 

between August 13 and August 17, giving a volume increase of ~1.5×106 m3 to 3.0×106 m3, 630 

again assuming a 3–6-m flow thickness. This equates to a DRE discharge rate of 4–9 m3/s. 631 

By differencing the flow field DTM (created from foot traverses of the flow field) and the pre-632 

July eruption surface (from airborne InSAR data collected in 2005), a bulk volume of 56.8×106 633 

m3 was found to have been emplaced from July 21 to October 16—a span of 87 days. This 634 

corresponds to a DRE discharge rate of ~6 m3/s, which falls within the range of rates calculated 635 

above from differences in flow field area based on mapping. Uncertainty on this estimate of flow 636 

volume is much smaller than those based on mapped flow area and estimated thickness. The 637 

dominant uncertainty in this case is probably the void space correction, and the uncertainty on 638 

the DRE discharge rate is likely ±1 m3/s. 639 

Gas emission rates at Pu‘u‘ō‘ō have long been known to correlate with discharge rate and are 640 

used as a discharge rate proxy (Sutton et al., 2003). From this technique, ~0.08 km3 of lava was 641 

erupted during the interval from the onset of episode 58 through December 2007 (duration 157 642 
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days). This equates to a DRE discharge rate of ~6±2 m3/s (A.J. Sutton, unpublished data; 643 

reported in Patrick and Orr, 2012), closely matching the estimates presented above. Moreover, 644 

late 2007 coincided with the tail end of a period of increased magma supply to Kīlauea volcano 645 

that likewise corresponds to an East Rift Zone discharge rate of 6–7 m3/s (Poland et al., 2012). 646 

Local volume flux was estimated from direct measurements of channel parameters. The rebar-647 

drop measurement (Section 3.4) indicated a channel depth of ~2 m in the lower channel below 648 

pool 4, where the channel was 17 m wide, corresponding to a cross-sectional area of 34 m2, 649 

assuming a rectangular cross section. The surface velocity at that location was 1.1 m/s based on 650 

transit times, which corresponds to a mean velocity of 0.7 m/s after accounting for horizontal and 651 

vertical velocity variations (Harris et al., 2007). The bulk volume flux thus equals ~24 m3/s. To 652 

estimate DRE volume flux, we assume vesicularity lies in the range 0.49–0.79, which 653 

encompasses all values of vesicularity we measured from channel overflows. This gives a DRE 654 

volume flux in the range 5–12 m3/s, which is consistent with the values we calculated above. 655 

At pool 2, ~500 m downstream from the vent, where the channel was ~20 m wide, the depth of 656 

the channel was estimated to be between 8 and 18 m, bounded by the rebar-drop measurement 657 

and consideration of levee height above the pre-existing ground surface (Section 3.4). These give 658 

a minimum cross-sectional area of 160 m2 and a maximum cross-sectional area of 360 m2. The 659 

surface velocity at that location was measured at 0.5 m/s from transit time, which corresponds to 660 

a mean velocity of 0.3 m/s. The bulk volume flux thus lies in the range 48–108 m3/s. Using the 661 

same vesicularity bounds as before (0.49–0.79), this gives DRE volume flux in the range 10–55 662 

m3/s, which is higher than the time-averaged discharge rates calculated above with different 663 

techniques.  664 

Using a similar approach, the average surface velocity of pool 1 during November 15–17, based 665 

on webcam imagery, was 0.18 m/s, which corresponds to a mean velocity of 0.12 m/s. The width 666 

of the channel where the velocity was measured was ~45 m, and it was at least 10 m deep, based 667 

on the estimated drop in lava level at the onset of the TEB flow. This equates to a rectangular 668 

cross-sectional area of ~450 m2. The maximum depth based on levee height was ~30 m (Fig. 5), 669 

which corresponds to a cross-sectional area of ~1,350 m2. The bulk volume flux thus lies in the 670 

range 54–162 m3/s. Using the same vesicularity bounds as before, this gives DRE volume flux in 671 

the range 11–83 m3/s, which is close to the discharge rate calculated previously for pool 2. 672 

There are two potential explanations for the discrepancy between the volume fluxes estimated 673 

for pools 1 and 2, and the much lower estimates for the time-averaged discharge rate and volume 674 

flux in the lower channel: (1) the measurements in pools 1 and 2 were collected during periods of 675 

unusually high discharge rate; or (2) the assumptions underpinning one set of measurements are 676 

violated. The first explanation is unlikely, because there was no other evidence of elevated 677 

discharge rates in early October (pool 2 and lower channel measurements) or mid-November 678 

(pool 1 measurements). It is not feasible that a ~10-fold increase in discharge rate could have 679 

been sustained over the 2-day window of measurements of the velocity of pool 1 without 680 

additional corroborating field evidence, such as extensive overflows from the channel. 681 

Furthermore, the snapshot estimates for pool 2 and the lower channel were made on the same 682 

day yet yield very different volume fluxes. The second explanation therefore appears much more 683 

likely. 684 

The uncertainties on the estimates of gas output and change in flow field volume are sufficiently 685 

well constrained that we are confident that the true time-averaged discharge rate lies within the 686 
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range 3–9 m3/s, based on several independent estimates. By contrast, the estimates of the volume 687 

flux in the pools and channel are predicated on the unverified (and unverifiable) assumption that 688 

the vertical velocity profile within the flowing lava matches the parabolic profile inferred by 689 

Harris et al. (2007). This profile is based, in turn, upon the assumption of Newtonian rheology 690 

and homogeneous viscosity. There are several lines of evidence that point to violation of these 691 

assumptions in pools 1 and 2. 692 

 693 

5. Synthesis and Implications 694 

In this section, we synthesize the field observations presented and discussed in Sections 3 and 4, 695 

to construct a conceptual model for the formation, structure, and behavior of the perched channel 696 

system. The model, whilst somewhat speculative, sets these observations within a physical 697 

framework that sheds light on a range of fundamental processes that may also operate in other 698 

settings. 699 

 700 

5.1 Vertical structure of the lava in the channel 701 

There are several lines of evidence that strongly imply that the lava in the perched channel had a 702 

vertical vesicularity gradient, with foamy lava at the surface overlying denser lava. Most 703 

obviously, overflows produced highly vesicular shelly pāhoehoe, whereas seeps, which are 704 

interpreted to sample lava from deeper in the channel, typically produced dense spiny lava and 705 

slabby pāhoehoe. Gas pistoning activity and the observation of lava standing slightly higher than 706 

the channel rim (Fig. 9a) also imply very high vesicularity in the upper meters of the channelized 707 

flow. Three physical processes inevitably require that the vesicularity decreases downwards. 708 

First, the buoyant ascent of bubbles will tend to decrease vesicularity at depth and increase 709 

vesicularity at shallower levels. Second, drainage of melt in the films between bubbles in the 710 

shallow foam will tend to increase its vesicularity. Finally, increasing hydrostatic pressure with 711 

depth will tend to decrease gas volume both through equation-of-state response of bubbles, and 712 

through increased volatile solubility (See Appendix). Figure 11 shows the vertical vesicularity 713 

profile that we compute, using the method presented in the Appendix, for lava in pools 1, 3, and 714 

4. The most notable feature of these profiles is that accounting for the pressure-dependent 715 

solubility of H2O leads to a sharp transition from a foamy surface layer to a fully dense lower 716 

layer at a depth of only a few meters. 717 

 718 
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 719 

Figure 11. Computed vesicularity profiles for pools 1, 3, and 4 (red lines). Vesicularity of surface lava in each pool 720 

estimated from measurements of clasts (Fig. 10): 73%, 71%, and 60% respectively in pools 1, 3, and 4. Profile 721 

calculated following approach presented in Appendix, which accounts for increasing gas density and solubility with 722 

increasing depth. Dashed black lines show computed solutions for surface vesicularity at 10% intervals. Note that 723 

upper vesicular layer transitions sharply into fully dense lava at depth of only a few meters. 724 

 725 

Gas that accumulated in the shallow foam was released over time, via bursting or disruption of 726 

bubbles, which was observed, and probably also via percolation and diffusion through the upper 727 

crust. This gas release was particularly evident during gas pistoning events, and in the shear 728 

zones at channel margins. Consequently, the vertical vesicularity distribution of the shallow 729 

foam likely had a complex evolution as the lava was transported down the channel. 730 

The presence of a strong vertical variation in vesicularity in the flow has several important 731 

implications for flow structure, which ultimately explain various observed phenomena. Perhaps 732 

most importantly for transport processes, the rheology of lava depends on its vesicularity, so the 733 

presence of a vertical vesicularity variation also implies a vertical rheology variation. This 734 

rheology variation, in turn, implies complex vertical velocity variation. It is beyond the scope of 735 

this work to analyze the velocity structure in detail, but observations of the flow behavior allow 736 

some qualitative interpretations. 737 

The behavior of the lava boats that were observed within the channel yields insight into the 738 

velocity and vesicularity structure. The lava boats are thought to have been composed of 739 

foundered channel rim and agglomerations of lava crust accumulated during transport, and 740 

presumably had a mean density somewhere between that of the foamy lava, and the underlying 741 

dense lava. Consequently, the boats would have floated at a depth such that their center of mass 742 

lay within the zone of transition from foamy to dense lava, and oriented, for stability, such that 743 

their least dimension was aligned vertically (assuming homogeneous density). Some larger boats 744 

had dimensions around 3–5 m in map view, suggesting that their vertical dimension was <3 m; 745 

hence, for a boat of this size to be observed at the surface, the thickness of the foam layer must 746 
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have been less than roughly half of the vertical dimension, suggesting a foam layer thickness of 747 

~1 m. Boats were observed only in the distal end of pool 4, and progressive outgassing during 748 

transport likely thinned the foam layer by the time lava reached there, hence 1 m might be 749 

viewed as a minimum foam layer thickness. The boats traveled much more slowly (meters per 750 

hour) than the surface of the lava flow (decimeters per second). The boats’ velocity must have 751 

reflected some integrated mean of the lava flow velocity over their vertical extent; hence, their 752 

relatively slow velocity indicates that their keels were embedded in very slow-moving or 753 

stagnant lava, implying a strong velocity gradient of the top few meters of the lava flow. 754 

The rheology of magmatic foams (vesicularity >0.64) is still poorly characterized, but foams in 755 

general are known to have an appreciable yield stress (Princen and Kiss, 1989). The effective 756 

viscosity of bubbly magma (vesicularity <64%) is known to depend on vesicularity and strain 757 

rate, via the capillary number Ca = 𝜇𝑎�̇� Γ⁄ , where 𝜇 is the melt viscosity, 𝑎 is the bubble radius, 758 

�̇� is the strain rate, and 𝛤 is the surface tension: vesicles act to increase viscosity for Ca < 1, and 759 

decrease viscosity for Ca > 1 (Mader et al, 2013). On this basis, we propose that the foamy 760 

upper layer of the lava ‘slides’ as a coherent (but deformable) body, over the dense underlying 761 

lava, lubricated by a layer of bubbly magma that is in the high capillary number regime. We can 762 

make a crude estimate of feasibility by assuming that the velocity difference between the surface 763 

foam and underlying dense lava (of order 0.5 m/s) is accommodated by a bubbly layer of order 764 

0.1 m thick, giving a characteristic strain rate across the layer of �̇� ≈ 5 s-1. Assuming values of 765 

𝜇 = 200 Pa s (using Giordano et al., 2008, for a typical Kīlauea composition and eruption 766 

temperature), 0.001 ≲ 𝑎 ≲ 0.01 m (based on our observations of vesicular crust), and 𝛤 = 0.2 767 

N/m (Khitarov et al., 1979; Colucci et al., 2016), gives 5 ≲ Ca ≲ 50, which implies that bubbles 768 

would indeed act to decrease the viscosity of the lava, creating a lubricating layer. 769 

Decoupling of surface lava motion from the motion of underlying dense lava also explains the 770 

high volume-flux estimates for pools 1 and 2. For example, the mean surface crust vesicularity of 771 

0.73 measured for pool 1 (Section 3.4) corresponds to a foam layer 3.14 m thick, with an average 772 

vesicularity of 0.54. Using the same pool 1 width and surface velocity as before (Section 4.4) 773 

gives a DRE flux of 12 m3/s, which is as much as a factor of 7 smaller than the estimated flux 774 

calculated using the velocity profile assumption of Harris et al. (2007) and close to the estimates 775 

of time-averaged discharge rate determined by other methods. The fact that the volume flux 776 

estimated for the channel below pool 4 does not require correction in this way is consistent with 777 

its much shallower depth (~2 m). The dense lava was likely trapped in pool 4 while the foamy 778 

lava escaped over the shallow spillway that fed the lower channel. The short distance between 779 

the spillway and the measurement location likely precluded the formation of any appreciable 780 

lower, slow-moving dense layer. 781 

We summarize our conceptual model for the vertical pressure, vesicularity, rheology, and 782 

velocity structure in the channel in Figure 12. 783 
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Figure 12. Schematic cartoon showing inferred vertical distribution of pressure, vesicularity, capillary number, 

effective viscosity, and downstream velocity of lava stream in perched lava channel. Sharp change in vesicularity 

at depth of a few meters effectively creates two-layer system, with fast-moving layer of foamy lava overlying 

slow-moving layer of dense lava. 

 784 

5.2 Seeps and levee failure 785 

The inferred vertical vesicularity structure of the lava is also consistent with, and helps to 786 

explain, the behavior of seeps and levee failures. Levees are constructed primarily from 787 

overflows of shelly pāhoehoe—perhaps somewhat compacted when growth rates are high 788 

enough to retain sufficient heat—intermingled with denser accretions. The typical vesicularity of 789 

the levees is therefore relatively high (our measured values ranged from 0.49 to 0.79 for 790 

overflow from all four pools), although not as high as the foamy lava at the surface of the 791 

channel. The geometry and position of the seeps indicates that they form as lateral ‘sills’ that 792 

intrude through the levee pile, perhaps exploiting weaknesses at sub-horizontal surfaces between 793 

stacks of overflows formed during periods of levee growth. The seeps also create scarps where 794 

they exit the levee, indicating some degree of uplift of the levee. 795 

For lava to intrude into the levee, we expect that the hydrostatic pressure in the lava at the 796 

intrusion depth must exceed the lithostatic pressure in the levee pile. For this to occur, the 797 

vertically integrated average density of the lava must exceed the average density of the levee pile 798 

and, presumably, the greater the excess lava pressure, the greater the likelihood of intrusion. This 799 

is supported by the observation that seeps and levee failures are associated with periods of lava 800 

high stand. This behavior can occur only if the lava becomes, on average, denser as it deepens—801 

this is consistent with the proposed vertical vesicularity profile in the lava (Figs. 11, 12). The 802 

uplift of the levee caused by seeps also suggests that buoyancy may play a role; once lava has 803 

begun to intrude, the levee can ‘float’ on the dense lava. This rafting (Fig. 10b) may contribute to 804 

levee failure and provides a physical mechanism to explain the observed association between the 805 

occurrence of seeps and levee failure. 806 

 807 

6. Conclusions  808 

Episode 58a of Kīlauea’s Pu‘u‘ō‘ō eruption was most notable for the formation of a remarkable 809 

perched lava channel, active for 4 months, which exhibited characteristics of both a channelized 810 

flow and a perched lava pool. We calculate a time-averaged discharge rate in the range 3–9 m3/s 811 
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for this activity. The channel levees grew mainly by repeated overflows and eventually stood as 812 

high as 45 m, forming a ridge topped by a series of four elongate and interconnected lava pools. 813 

The perched lava channel was gradually abandoned after a new breakout at the vent began 814 

feeding lava in a different direction.  815 

The lava channel initially fed clinkery ʻaʻā flows that stalled upon reaching their cooling-limited 816 

length, forming a compound ʻaʻā flow field, but lava continued to move through the core of the 817 

ʻaʻā flow to its front, and the flow proceeded to advance as spiny lava and slabby pāhoehoe. This 818 

latter phase of the flows ended when the supply of lava to the flow front was interrupted. Thus, 819 

these early flows exhibited both cooling-limited and volume-limited behaviors, with each aspect 820 

associated with a different lava flow texture. Later flow branches were volume limited only. The 821 

perched lava channel developed thereafter, creating a compound pāhoehoe flow field (Walker, 822 

1971).  823 

The 2007 activity provided the opportunity to observe closely the development of lava seeps, 824 

which are relatively outgassed flows of spiny lava and slabby pāhoehoe that extrude from the 825 

flanks of rapidly growing rootless shields and perched lava pools. We also observed and 826 

documented the development of the perched lava channel and its levees, which proved to be 827 

unstable. In this case, as the perched channel grew vertically, failures of the levee at the end of 828 

the channel allowed the channel to partly drain as it fed rapidly moving flows. These flows 829 

ended when the breach in the levee became plugged by large blocks transported down the 830 

channel. We infer that levee failures may have been enabled by the formation of seeps, which 831 

burrowed beneath and uplifted the channel levees, forming scarps along which the dense lava 832 

erupted. The occurrence of seeps, therefore, is diagnostic of levee instability. 833 

Based on a number of lines of evidence, including (1) the contrasting textures of the overflow 834 

and seep flows (highly vesicular shelly pāhoehoe and dense spiny lava, respectively), (2) 835 

consideration of bulk discharge rate and local volume flux in the channel, and (3) the motion of 836 

‘lava boats’, we infer that the lava in the channel had a strong vertical vesicularity variation. The 837 

uppermost lava was a layer of highly vesicular foam (porosity up to 0.79), perhaps 1–3 m thick, 838 

which overlaid a much thicker layer of dense lava. The strong vertical stratification in 839 

vesicularity led, in turn, to vertical variation in rheology and flow velocity of the lava. This 840 

stratification is likely to be a feature of any sufficiently deep lava flow, with far-reaching 841 

implications for its rheology, velocity, and emplacement behavior. 842 
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Appendix. Vesicularity profile in a lava flow 1008 

Both the density and solubility of the volatile gases contained in bubbles in lava increase with 1009 

pressure. Consequently, we expect gas volume fraction to decrease with increasing depth in a 1010 

lava flow, in response to the increase in hydrostatic pressure. We compute lava vesicularity ϕ as 1011 

a function of depth z using a simple spreadsheet approach, assuming that H2O is the only 1012 

volatile species. The spreadsheet is available as an electronic supplement. 1013 

The lava column is divided into a stack of N horizontal layers of equal thickness h. The 1014 

contribution of layer i to the hydrostatic pressure is calculated as 1015 

Δ𝑝𝑖 = 𝜌(1 − 𝜙𝑖)𝑔ℎ , Eq. A1 

where 𝜌 is the melt density and 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration. Note that a subscript 𝑖 indicates 1016 

the value of a quantity for layer 𝑖, where where 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁. The hydrostatic pressure acting on 1017 

the top of layer 𝑖 is found by summing the contribution of the overlying layers 1018 

𝑝𝑖 = ∑ Δ𝑝𝑗

𝑖−1

𝑗=0

 , 
Eq. A2 

where the contribution of atmospheric pressure 𝑝0 is captured by taking Δ𝑝0 = 𝑝0, such that 1019 

𝑝1 = 𝑝0. The solubility of H2O in layer 𝑖 is calculated following the equation of Iacono-1020 

Marziano et. al (2012) using parameter values appropriate for typical Kilauea basalt: 1021 

𝐶𝑖 = exp (0.54 ln 𝑝𝑖 − 2.56 + 0.02
𝑝𝑖

𝑇
) , Eq. A3 

where 𝐶𝑖 is in wt.%, 𝑝𝑖 is in bar (i.e., 105 Pa), and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature of the lava in 1022 

Kelvin. The density 𝜌𝑔 of gaseous H2O in layer 𝑖 is given by the ideal gas law 1023 

𝜌𝑔,𝑖 = 𝑚H2O

𝑝𝑖

𝑅𝑇
 , Eq. A4 

where 𝑚H2O is the molar mass of H2O and 𝑅 is the ideal gas constant. 1024 

We assume that the total number of moles of H2O (the sum of the dissolved and exsolved 1025 

components) per unit volume of melt, 𝑛, is the same in every layer, and that the two components 1026 

are at equilibrium. The number of moles of dissolved H2O per unit volume of melt in layer 𝑖 is 1027 

given by 1028 

𝑛𝑑,𝑖 =
𝐶𝑖𝜌

100𝑚H2O
 , 

Eq. A5 

and the number of moles of exsolved (gaseous) H2O per unit volume of melt in layer 𝑖 is given 1029 

by 1030 

𝑛𝑒,𝑖 =
𝜌𝑔,𝑖

𝑚H2O
 (

𝜙𝑖

1 − 𝜙𝑖
). 

Eq. A6 

We take as input the vesicularity of the top layer 𝜙1 and the ambient pressure acting on the top 1031 

layer 𝑝0. From equations A1–A6 we can compute the total number of moles 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑑,𝑖 + 𝑛𝑒,𝑖 =1032 

const and the contribution to the hydrostatic pressure arising from layer 1 (i.e., Δ𝑝1). In every 1033 

other layer (i.e., for 𝑖 > 1) the number of moles of dissolved H2O per unit volume of melt is 1034 



34 

 

calculated (Eqs. A3 and A5) using the appropriate pressure calculated from Eq. A2, and the 1035 

number of moles of exsolved H2O per unit volume of melt is calculated using 1036 

𝑛𝑒,𝑖 = 𝑛 − 𝑛𝑑,𝑖 . Eq. A7 

This allows 𝜙𝑖 to be calculated (Eqs. A4 and A6), hence Δ𝑝𝑖 (Eq. A1). This is repeated down the 1037 

stack of layers. At some depth 𝑛𝑑,𝑖 ≥ 𝑛, indicating that there is no exsolved gas phase, hence 1038 

𝜙 = 0 for this and all subsequent layers. 1039 

 1040 

Example calculation: 1041 

Assume the vesicularity of the top layer 𝜙1 = 0.7 and ambient pressure 𝑝0 = 105 Pa. We take 1042 

𝜌 = 2750 kg/m3 for a typical Kīlauea basaltic melt, based on Lesher and Spera (2015), and 𝑇 =1043 

1423 K, which is a typical eruption temperature for Kīlauea basalt. From Eq. A2 we have 𝑝1 =1044 

𝑝0 and from Eq. A3 we have 𝐶1 = 0.07714 wt.%, giving 𝑛𝑑,1 = 117.85 mol/m3 from Eq. A5. 1045 

From Eq. A4 we have 𝜌𝑔,1 = 0.1521 kg/m3, giving 𝑛𝑒,1 = 19.72 mol/m3 from Eq. A6, hence 1046 

𝑛 = 137.6 mol/m3. If we further assume a layer thickness of 0.01 m, the contribution to the 1047 

hydrostatic pressure arising from layer 1 is Δ𝑝1 = 80.93 Pa. 1048 

From Eq. A2, we can calculate the pressure on layer 2, 𝑝2 = 10,081 Pa, hence the solubility 1049 

𝐶2 = 0.07717 wt.% (Eq. A3) giving 𝑛𝑑,2 = 117.91 mol/m3 from Eq. A5 and 𝑛𝑒,2 = 19.67 1050 

mol/m3 from Eq. A7. The density of the gas 𝜌𝑔,2 = 0.1523 kg/m3 from Eq. A4 hence, by 1051 

rearranging Eq. A6, we obtain the vesicularity 𝜙2 = 0.6993. Finally, from Eq. A1 we find 1052 

Δ𝑝2 = 81.13 Pa. Continuing in the same manner down the layers, we obtain the vesicularity 1053 

profile presented in Figure A1. 1054 

 
Figure A1. Computed vesicularity profile computed for a lava with surface vesicularity 𝜙 = 0.7 (i.e. 70 % 

vesicular). Note that the combined effect of increasing solubility and increasing gas density with depth leads 

to fully dense lava (i.e. 𝜙 = 0) below a depth of 2.5 m. 
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